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Since the 1980S, there have been many studies which re-examine the
value of canons｣iterary works considered to be slgnincant enough to
represent the major literary tradition-by placlng them in the historical
contexts of the literary Institutions of the United States. These studies
do not find trams-historical intrinsic values in canons but relativize
and histor'icize them and their formation. According to Paul Lauter,
a "canon is, to put it simply, a construct, like a history text, expresslng
what a society reads back into the past as important to the mture" (58)i
In view of these trends, this paper aims to historicize the canonization
of F. Scott Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby.
Alongside the richness of the criticism which focuses upon the
structure and style of the novel and upon its moral signmcance, there
has been undertow of the studies which contend me Great Gatsby is
a qulnteSSentially American novel and epitomizes American national
identity. From the 1940s to 1950S, prominent scholars suggested a
partial identity between Fitzgerald, The Great Gatsby and the essential
Americanness･ The purpose of this paper is to examine the process
of the canonization of the novel, With focus on its affinity for the
discourse of the Cold War liberalism. Through the exploration of
American liberalism in the political, economic, and cultural arenas
in the early Cold War years and the crucial difference between two
types of liberalisms, the New Deal liberalism and the Cold War
liberalism, this paper aims to demonstrate that the cultural nationalism
of the 1950s America is Cold Wねr liberalism. Because it is in a sense
paradoxical that a political idea which endorses individual autonomy
is the basis of national sense of belonglng and integration, I will pay
careful attention to and shed light on the paradoxical nature inherent in
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the liberalism as the cultural nationalism of the United States through
the examination of the discourses on American liberalism, The Great
Gatsby, and its criticism･ There are three polntS I would like to verify
which I assume contributed to the canonization of the novel and the
cultural nationalism in the early years of the Cold War･ First, I will
connrm how the 1950s Gatsby criticisms emphasized the novel's theme
of the American Dream. The second point to be considered is how the
western genre and the什Ontier spirit played a role in the strengthening
of the American identity based on liberalism in the Cold War years･
Then the novel's intertextualities between both the popular and omcial
discourse of the American West will be examined･ The final point
to be clarified is how the rhetoric of mourning ln the novel brings a
sense of national belonging On the basis of this liberalism･ Through
these analyses, I aim to demonstrate how the novel contributed to the
promotion of Cold War liberalism as the cultural nationa一ism of the
literary critics in the early Cold War years.
Nicolas Tredell makes a slgnificant polnt that it was only ln the
1940s that Gatsby became the target of academic criticism and there
was the consensus which admits the novel as Fitzgerald's masterpleCe:
An important Impetus tO the redlSCOVery Of Gatsby laf.ter
Fitzgerald's death] was its republication by Scribner's in 1941
in a volume that also contained some short stories and the novel
Fitzgerald had been working on at the time of his death, me LaL～t
Tycol)n･ This was likely to encourage reviewers and readers of The
Last Tycoon to glVe fresh attention to Gatsby and to compare and
contrast the two novels. (41)
Tredell goes on to enumerate the new editions of the novel published
in the 1940S･ "Further American editions of the novel appeared in
the 1940S: a small reprlnt by Scribner's in 1942 and, in 1942 and, in
1945, Eve new editions or editions." (42) Thus, in the mid-1940S, The
Great Gatsby's readership grew rapidly. From then, criticism started
to appear which polnted out that The Great Gatsby epitomized the
symbol of American Dream and that Fitzgerald was a qulnteSSentially
American writer (Tredel1 44-46).i According to Tredell, it is in the
1950s that Gatsby studies sought to testify to the novel's American
identity: "[t]he profession was expanding, a powerful technique
of evaluation and interpretation emerged in the shape of the New
Criticism, the teaching and criticism of literature could be felt to be
socially and politically Important, and there was a desire言n the USA,
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to construct a canon of great American writers and great American
novels" (8). Here Tredell points out that The Great Gatsby contributed
to 1950S American cultural nationalism. Furthermore, what is
noteworthy is that TredeII polntS Out that the slgnificant factor which
played a part in the canonization of the The Great Gatsby is that the
novel's theme of American Dream.2　While the ethos can be traced to
the New World regenerative myth一〇me which dennes the United States
as a distinct place of renewal and rebirth where people can restart their
lives in contrast to the feudal European society-today it indicates the
ability for everyone to achieve prosperlty by one'S own emrts･ It is the
opportunity tO Seliactualize without the restrictions that limit people
according to their economic, ethnic, social, and cultural background･
Thus, the United States, through the myth of the American Dream,
has promoted national integration and presented itself as a classless
society, marked by high degree of consensus and a low level of conHict
generated by divisions in American life, such as class, ethnicity･ race･
and gender･ Thus, since the 1950S, the myth of the American Dream has
been the･foundation of the national identity and it has promoted cultural
nationalism on the basis of liberalism in the United States. The person
envisioned by American Dream liberalism was an individualist･ who
nnds a way out of communities based on locality, class, ethniclty･ and
race, in order to enter a more universal, major SOCiety, which was in
a sense paradoxical since the individualist liberalism was at the same
time the basis of national sense of belonging and identlty･ What has
been little recognized is the implication of the myth as Immanuel
Wallerstein indicates: while it liberates and uplms competent citizens,
the people without sufficient merits are left behind at the bottom of
the social ladder (198). It is not the equality of outcomes but that of
opportunlty that has been fumlled under the myth･ The difnculty of
the attainment of the former has been hidden behind the glorincation of
the latter. Therefore, while strictly speaking the liberalism based on the
myth of the American Dream in e鴨ct liberated only a part of its citizens,
which was o什en overlooked, it paradoxically became the ideologlCal
basis of the American national identlty and integration･ Therefore, the
American Dream liberalism as a national identity Included a certain
sense of paradox and void･ However, the general impression of the
American Dream had been so magnetic that millions of American
citizens strengthened the sense of belonging tO the nation emotionally
and imaglnatively through the myth, despite its inherent paradox･
A number of researchers indicate that a什er the surge of nationalism
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in the victory of World War II, cultural nationalism became one of
the o飾cial policies of the United States government during the early
years of the Cold Ware The American cultural nationalism during the
Cold Ⅷr was, to a signmcant extent, based on liberalism. American
liberalism spread to the world through the defeat of fascism in 1945 and
the conversion of Germany and Japan to liberalism and democracy and
reestablishment of world economy based on liberalism, all of which
were sponsored by the United States･ Here was the ascendancy of
American liberal democratic internationalislh Tbny Smith maintains:
American leadership of the international economy-thanks to the
institutions created at Bretton Woods in 1944, its strong backing fbi
European integration with the Marshall Plan in 1947 and support
for the Schuman Plan thereafter, the formation or NATO in 1949,
the stability of Japanese political institutions aHer 1947 and that
country's economic dynamism after 1 950 (both dependent in good
measure on American power)-created the economic･ cultural･
military･ and politlCal momentum that enabled liberal democracy to
triu_mph over Soviet communism･ (10)
Christopher Newfield draws on the National Securlty Council
memoranda and argues, "[t]he US government o鵬red financial and
loglStical support, sometimes secretly, to demonstrate American
cultural power and send approprlate images of the `American way of
life'around the world･ The Cold War, in short, was from beginnlng
to end a cultural war, for it combined military power, diplomacy,
economic leverage, collective attitudes, and world views in an effort to
win the populations'`hearts and minds'"(76).3　Thus the United States
rei血)reed its national identlty based on liberalism during the Cold War
through multiple processes･ The United States envisioned spreading
freedom for all of countries under the inHuence of the Kremlin in the
nght agalnSt COmmunism as a global mission as mentioned in George
F. Kennan's l947 article "The Sources of Soviet ConductD and National
Security Council memo･ NSC-68, which inspired the U･ S･ foreign
policy of "Containlng''the Soviet Union･4 Communism was regarded
as the equal of totalitarianism Hom the American polnt Of view in the
Cold War era･ Americans viewed and treated communism, tyranny,
and totalitarianism as one since it assumed communism would not
endow freedom to citizens under the one-party reglme･ Therefore,
Americans identi丘ed their state as the representative country of a五cc
world and located its character as somewhere opposite the extreme
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of totalitarianism. Here, the differences between the United States
/ the Soviet Union, and liberalism / Communism are translated into
the distinctions between us / other, the superior / the inferior, and
ultimately the good / the evil, added moral jus舶cation of the United
States Hom American point of view as Hiroyuki Tbsa indicates (153)･5
Automatically identifying liberalism with高the good" and emphasizlng
the patriotic sentiments which come from the myth of the American
Dream and the supposed absence of political conflicts in the United
States, it denned itself sellevidently as aれ一"innocent" and "ideology-
free" state. It is undeniable that such distinctions and justification
by the United States in the Cold War years had insufficient reasons･
Specincally in the case of McCarthyism and the expansionist policies in
the Cold War years.
Backed by the global mission of liberalism in political, economic,
and educational arenas at the international level, as well as
McCarthyism and other anticommunist policies at the domestic level,
the strengthening of national integration on the basis of liberalism
was also prominent in the realm of American literary studies･ What
was published in the 1950s were a stream of the mastertexts of the
Geld of American Literary Studies which greatly afnmed the values
or Cold War liberalism by the myth-symbol school critics such as The
American Adam (R, W. B Lewis, 1955), Ⅵrgin Land (Henry Nash
Smith, 1950), and Errand into the Wilderness (Perry Miller, 1956)･
Donald Pease polntS Out that:
Scholars working within the myth-symbol school correlated the
scholarly prerogatives of American studies with the formative
values of US society･ In combining rlgOrOuS research with patriotic
sentiment, the members of this scholarly communlty tuned nation-
centeredness into a professional ideal･ [･ -1 As coherent structures
of belief, these myths and symbols constituted what might be
described as objective imperatives that brought historical events
lntO COnfbrmlty With the nation's pre-exIStlng Se皿representations･
(Revisionary lntervent10nS, 643)
Discussions of such myths and symbols of the typical American
subject, scene, and motive contributed to the construction of the sense
of belonglng tO the nation, and the distinctiveness and signi缶cance of
American culture･ From the perspective of the scholars of the myth-
symbol schoo一, the United States, the aggregation of exceptional
American men of "heroic innocence and vast potentialities" (Lewis 1),
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as a sole benevolent and liberal power, is ordained to expand Heedom
to the wilderness, the backward countries around the world infested
with totalitarianism.
The distinctive feature of American liberalism which cannot be
dismissed in this paper is its inherent paradox and emptlneSS. It is the
semantic indeterminacy of American liberalism that allows paradoxical
definitions･ Smith makes a subtle observation of the paradoxical
and bipolar character of American liberalism. He describes that ``a
fundamental divide in American political life is between liberals who
borrow from socialist thinking the call for socioeconomic change
that directly benems the politically marginalized t. ‥l and those who
feel that reforms in political organization are enough in themselves
(either because the state should not be given too much power or
because market forces more effectively assure property than state
interventions in the economy)" (17). It is highly paradoxical that the
word "liberalism" slgnifies two utterly different political attitudes at
the same time･ Smith's analysis of the bipolarlty Of liberalism gives uS
clues as to the redennition of its concept in the realm of literary studies
in the early years of the Cold War. According to Thomas Schaub, New
York liberals such as Alfred Kazin, Philip Rahv, and Trilling promoted
"the narrative of chastened liberalism that emerged as a result of
confronting them [the realities of Stalinist communism] Sought to
redenne liberalism and liberal hope along more realistlC lines''(7) by
the the end of 1930S. They charged the prewar New Deal liberalism
as lbllows: "the `old'liberalism was unimaglnative, it subscribed to
'facile'ideas of progress and 'history: it wavered in its rejection of
totalitarian politics''(7). However, there is widespread agreement
among recent critics that the New Deal liberalism, in Andrew Battista's
words, "established, Or at least initiated the development of, a national
regulatory-Welfare state to achieve stable economic growth and a
greater degree of economic securlty and equality among citizens"
(205)･ In Patrick M. Garry's view, the New Deal liberalism "sought to
expand economic opportunlty; and it strengthened political equality
by attemptlng tO glVe every individual an equal chance to govern
(70)I Kazuo Seiyama indicates that the New Deal liberalism in the
1930s and the 1940s encouraged the political stance which supported
government's active intervention in economic activities, policies
which promoted social equality, and a better welfare policy, which
had strong social democratic overtones. Seiyama maintains that the
new liberalism is not as practical as the New Deal liberalism. It is not
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directly engaged in policies and political issues but developed more
theoretically･ Compared to the egalitarian･ social democratic･ and
interventionist nature of the old liberalism, the new liberalism attaches
more significance to individual autonomy･ Unlike the New Deal
liberalism, the new, Cold War liberalism put less emphasis on domestic
class distinctions. No less than the cultural myth of American dream
on which it relied, it stressed the liberation and solidarity of the nation,
not on the practical but on emotional and imaglnary level･ Thus･ the
redefinition of liberalism by the New York liberals from the 1930s
to the 1950s could be regarded as a slgn Of their conversion from the
former to the latter version of liberalism, as Smith dennes.
Lionel Hilling, a member of the New York Intellectuals･ was one of
the leading Intellectuals who advocated Cold War liberalism･6 As many
admit, it is no exaggeration that he was the most influential literary
person of the American 1950S (Dickstein 177, Fox, Kloppenberg
687, 0'Hara 129, Shumway 277). Trilling's The Liberal Imagination
(1950) was an intellectual bestseller that sold 100,000 Copies the year
it was issued in paperback in the United States and became a powerful
inHuence on the American literary arena during the Cold War (Bender
107, Torgovnick 269). It created a foundation for the American canon
building based on the liberalism of the Cold Ware According to Viorica
p釦ea, one of the canonical texts of the Cold War liberalism, "Lionel
Hilling's The Liberal Imagination, espoused a culture based on the
prlmary Value of the self as an independent entity, On the belief in
the autonomy of moral values and on a fundamental freedom of the
will, not subjected to material forms of coercion" (24)･ Pease points
out the non-practical and non-political nature of Trilling's liberalism:
"the liberal imaglnation言n its exercise of negative capability, denied
those demands any specific political representation''(Interventions
18-19). The major threat to cultural freedom most of the New York
Intellectuals found was Russian Communism (Shumway 277)･
Although they used to advocate left-wing politics in the 1930S, they
dropped its endorsement of proletarian literature by the 1950s as they
moved to the political center･ In The Liberal hnagination, Trilling
acknowledges much more value in high modernists'novels than that
of social realist works tinged with social democratic idea･ In Hilling's
view, such novels are able to give Americans theのsense of largeness,
of cogency, of the transcendence" of style which reaches them "in our
secret and primitive minds''(283)I They can do so because they poss.ess
Keats'negatlVe Capability and are willing召to remain in uncertaintleS･
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mysteries, and doubts''(281). Through this negative capability, they are
able to see "the lull force and complexity or their subject matter" (281).
Trilling glVeS SOCial realist literary works little credit, maintainlng
that "we do not incline to return to [themI, we do not establish [themI
in our minds and affections" (283). Trilling contends that because of
their lack of the negative capability, they are so intellectually passive
and mentally rigid that they ended up no more than counterproductive
and alienated. Here, it is assumed that the negative capability of high
modernism was favorable for Trilling, be,cause it did not focus on
problems of domestic social conflicts as social realistic perspective,
and leave such schism in uncertainties, mysteries and doubts, which
bring forth an imaglnary Sense Of national unlty. What is apparent
here is that Trilling emphasized the need for an American literary
canon based not on social realism but high modernism, which develops
national pride and sense of solidarity. That is to say, Hilling sought to
bring a sense of national solidarity not through the social realist New
Deal liberalism, or political and practical egalitarianism, but through
the high.modernist Cold War liberalism, which does not engage in
the practical resolution of class distinctions but in a liberation on a
more imaglnative and ideologlCal level･ Trilling maintains that The
Great Gatsby is able to trlgger a Sense Of national pride and solidarity,
because the protagonist Jay Gatsby personmes the Cold War liberalism,
as can be seen in the followlng quotation:
Gatsby, divided between power and dream, comes inevitably to
stand for AmerlCa itself. Ours is the only nation that prides itself
upon a dream and gives its name to one, `the American dream.'
We are told that 'lt]he truth was that Jay Gatsby of West Egg,
Long Island, sprang廿om his Platonic conception Of himself. He
was a son of God-a phrase which言f it means anything, means
JuSt that-and he must be about His Father's Business, the seⅣice
of a vast, vulgar meretricious beauty'(pp. 76-7). Clearly it is
Fitzgerald's intention that our mind should tu柵 to the thought of
the nation that has spmng什om its `Platonic conceptlOn'of itse一f.
Tb the world it is anomalous in America, Just aS in the novel it is
anomalous in Gatsby, that so much raw power should be haunted
by envisioned romance. Yet in that anomaly lies, for good or bad.
much of the truth of our national l龍, as, at the present moment, we
think about it. (237)
What is immediately apparent in this extract is that for Trilling lt is the
myth of the American Dream that induces a sense of national pride
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and belonglng, and thus the United States is anomalous･ He draws on
the American exceptionalism that `America is `distincitve'(meaning
merely di的rent), [. ‥] or that it is `exempt'from the laws and rules
governing the development of other nations)", as Pease accounts (me
New American Exceptionalism, 9). Pease points out that there was a
rise in the American exceptionalism in the Cold War era:白[dlescribing
the national past as lacking the history of class antagonism that they
posited as the precondition for world communism, the vast maJOrlty Of
the scholars working within the neュd of American studies cooperated
with policymakers and the press in constructing a mythology of
national unlqueneSS Out Of whose narrative themes U･ S･ citizens
constructed imaginary relations to the cold war state''(ll)･ From
Trilling's view, Gatsby personifies the United States, the American
identlty, ln that he is a sellmade man who actualizes his dream of
economic success by himself on the basis of rugged individualism･
Contending that the United States and Gatsby sprung from their
"Platonic conceptlOnD of themselves, that is, they sellactualized by
their own efforts without any assistance from descendants and others,
Hilling contributes to construct the "mythology of national unlqueneSS"
as Pease indicates above. It is in a sense paradoxical that the absence
of history de魚nes the presence of a nation or a person･ However, the
idea of transcendence from history slgnified innocence, purlty, and
freedom, which greatly attracted and unified Americans emotionally
and imaglnatively, if not practically, with its magnetism, and made such
a sense of paradox unimportant for them･ Also, the emphasis of the
American Dream liberalism in the characters of the nation and Gatsby
connotes their moral superiorlty and innocence as transcendent Hom
history and politics, backed by the political, economic, and cultural
contexts in the Cold War era. Trilling thus seems to choose The Great
Gatsby as canonical among many other high modernist American
novels, because the symbolic value of its protagonist works to
disseminate American liberalism, which was urgently needed in Cold
War America.
According to Tredell,高音tIhe idea that The Great Gatsby was an
evocation and evaluation of the American Dream received considerable
elaboration during the 1950S" (56)･ Edwin S･ Fussell argues in his 1952
essay ``Fitzgerald's Brave New World''that what is most noteworthy
in the novel is Fitzgerald's crltlque Of the American Dream･ Russell
posits the two dominant patterns of the archetypal story lS the quest
for romantic wonder, in the terms which contemporary America offers,
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and the seduction by those terms. These interpretations of The Great
Gatsby which focused on the theme of American Dream were followed
by Marius Bewley'S ``Scott Fitzgerald's Criticism of America''in 1954･
Not only highlighting the distinctively American character of Gatsby's
romanticism, Bewley also maintains that Gatsby is a mythic character
who epitomizes the American nation: "Gatsby is not merely a likeable,
romantic hero; he is a creature of myth in whom is incarnated the
aspiration and the ordeal of his race" (Bewley 229). Thus, for these
literary critics, The Great Gatsby had a greJaler a飾nity for Cold War
liberalism than New Deal liberalism. It was far from the proletarian
literature which was endorsed by the New Deal liberalism, in that the
author's attitude toward class distinctions and conHicts are expressed
only ambiguously･ Although the definition of American identity as
possesslng free, ahistoric nature was rather unsupported, carried by
the power of the idea of individual autonomy, the critics dismissed the
problem. Thus its partial identity with the Cold war liberal myth of
American Dream ensured the United States'anti-totalitarian, liberal
sellimage and its position as an American literary canon･
Additionally, there is another feature of the novel which contributed
to the ideological production of the United States as masculine leader
of the free world. The polnt that The Great Gatsby is a variation of
western novels has great slgnificance in its canonization in the Cold
War years･7　There is widespread agreement among recent critics that
there is a proliferation of the western genre and the representation of
a Hontier splrit in the American literature and mm in the early Cold
War years. Michael Davidson indicates that the early years of the
Cold War was ``a period when the cowboy western served as a central
vehicle for cold war ideology, first by the thematizlng the West as
a source of heroic vitality agalnSt effete eastern forces and, second,
through its validation of nco-Man龍st Destiny in the form of the
Truman Doctrine and the Marshall Plan" (62). In Stanley Corkin's
view, the westerns have nationalist overtones which were prevailing
in the Cold War America:負[t]ypically, films in this genre [westerns]
invoke a tradition of national character and destlny that connects the
present, a sense of the past, and a vision of the future･ [- ･1 [F]ilms
within the Western genre have the power to insplre an idealized sense
of America" (59). Suzanne Clark argues that "[t]he displacement of
the `Western'onto a more Eastern geography, the Cold War frontier
of the West that came to an abrupt stop at the Iron Curtain in Eastern
Europe. denned the sense of impasse that informed Cold War culture･
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[‥.I The paranoid construction of the Hontier as a limit or border一〇r
Berlin WalLconstructed not only the communists as `un-American･'
It was a defensive reinforcement of identity, I...I" (Clark 39-41) Thus,
Americans imagined a parallel between the confrontations between
the hero and `the savages'and villains in the westerns, and the Cold
War binary logic of conflicts: United States versus the Soviet Union,
liberalism versus communism.
Often put little emphasis on by critics, the novel draws on the theme
and the style of western dime novels and the ideas of Frederick Jackson
Turner in The Frontier in American Hisotry.8　For example, Richard
Lehan describes that the name of Dan Cody, the mentor of Gatsby,
"a product of the Nevada silver Gelds. of the Yukon, of every rush for
metal since Seventy-nve''(77), Connotes the Hontier history through its
conJOlnlng Of Daniel Boone and Buffalo Bill Cody. References to the
Wst and the Hontier accumulate in the novel:
References to Dan Cody, James J. Hill, Hopalong Cassidy-all
create a kind of subliminal commentary on the differences between
East and West; what we finally have in this novel is an almost
perfect example of the inverted western･ The traditional western
grows.out of the conHict between civilization (usually embodied
by a clty) and the wildemess (usually embodied by the idea of
the West)､ 1. ‥I The Great Gatsby invens this naHative pattem.
Instead of creatlng himself in the East and going West, Gatsby
creates himself in the West and goes east. (Lehan 47)
In me Great Gatsby, the inverted narrative version of the traditional
western, Gatsby, the individualist self一made man, Confronts the
authoritarian villain, Ibm Buchanan in the East, the inverted version
of the frontier. This conflict paralleled the Cold War form of
confrontation which had been in創trated in the American society, the
western liberalism / the eastern totalitarianism: the individualist, sel阜
made hero versus the authoritarian evil. According to Reiichi Miura,
this dichotomy permeated some of the western films in the 1950S,
such as High Noon (1952) and Sha″e (1953) (200). He indicates that
what underlies these films is the idea which ascribes individualism
to liberalism as an idea which lacks ideology and considers rugged
individualism as the most valid criticism of totalitarianism. From this
perspective, The Great Gatsby was one of the novels which represented
the Cold War culture along with these western mms in the 1950S･
Brown indicates that "the dime novel translated the material fact
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of the Hontier into a literary Image and simultaneously indoctrinated
a national readership to the material fact of mass productivlty･
Moreover, it disengaged the story of the West from the story of
the nation.皿Irner's frontier thesis, along with novels like Owen
Winster's The Virglnian and Theodore Roosevelt's history of the
West, can thus be reread as e的)Its to repair the dime novel'S damage
to the Leatherstocking tradition and, in the name of official history
and dominant culture, to reclaim the West from the pages of the
Western" (14). The Great Gatsby followed~the Turner theory in the
representation of the frontier: integratlng the different classes of the
society lmaglnatively, lt gentrified and nationalized the myth of the
Hontier which consists of the sensational and popular images such as
the outlaw and the gu誼ghts in the dime western, and contributed to
the making of national subjectivities.
It is likely that the theme of the American Dream in The Great
Gatsby not only brings a sense of national identity based on Cold War
liberalism in the text, but also provide a sense of identmcation in the
story to the readers. It is assumed that the materiality of the novel itself
functions as a topos which evokes a sense of belonging tO the nation,
which may be one of the factors why the novel had been canonized in
the 1950S. Now we turn to the rhetorical function of the narrative on
the material level.
The world of Gatsby is paradoxically based on the dynamism in the
characters'actions of Heedom and autonomy, and on the lasting nature
of some of the relationships among characters. Not only does the novel
have a protagonist who autonomously seeks to accomplish his dream,
but also it presents the pursuit of this dream and Heedom as a virtue
which fosters patriotic sentiment and which induces the sympathy
of the other characters and readers. Gatsby is an individualist and a
patriot at the same time. He challenges economic and social restraints,
having strong ambitions to pursue his dream. He leaves his family and
hometown at the age of 17 in order to rise from a modest life of farmers,
attending Dan Cody's meretricious business･ Given that he escaped
from his family and communlty. lt is not surprlSlng that he may have
a limited sense of social responsibility. However, although seeming
to have an individuated self and less attachment to a communlty Or
class, he never loses loyalties and convictions as a member of a family
or nation. For examp一e, he is so patriotic as to contribute to the war,
in command of divisional machine guns･ In addition, he buys a house
for his father whom he left at the age of 17･ What is most conspICuOuS
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is his commitment for Daisy Buchanan. He takes the guilt of Daisy's
runnlng Over Myrtle Wilson, upon himself･ Michael Sandel acutely
indicates that an individuated self envisaged in the liberalism is not
likely to "attribute responsibility or a冊rm an obligation to a魚mily
or community or class or nation''(63)･ Thus Gatsby's character is
implausible on the basis of Sandel's polnt. The nature of the Cold War
liberalism will help us interpret the implausibility of Gatsby's character･
It seems reasonable to find an a鮮inity between the implausible and
paradoxical nature of Gatsby, the myth ofAmerican Dream and Cold
War liberalism. It has been connrmed that the Americans cultivate a
sense of belonging tO the nation by placing individualism, autonomy,
and freedom above anything else, which is indeed paradoxical It is
likely that Gatsby's implausibility and paradoxical character comes
from the polnt that he is the personification of the myth of American
Dream. Since the idea of individual autonomy has carrying power, and
appeals to the great maJOrlty Of people emotionally, the paradox and
implausibility are immediately dismissed･ Nick Carraway a飾rms and
commends Gatsby's romanticism, freedom言dealism and patriotism,
which seems to engender a sense of identification between the two
characters on the basis of liberalism in the narrative. When he had
only known Gatsby a short time, he regards Gatsby as someone ``who
represented everything for which She has] an a胎cted scorn''(6)･ In
Nick's view, at鉦st, Gatsby is no more than a vulgarian who has made
quick galれs through illicit trade. However, eventually, Nick comes to
admire Gatsby's commitment to some people and his romantic attitude
that is prepared to make sacrifices. Here, it is noteworthy that what
develops the Haternal tie between Gatsby and Nick is the sense which
sets a high value on energetic and autonomous behavior and a romantic
commitment･ That is to say, an idea which is greatly similar to Cold
War liberalism lies at the foundation of the friendship between Gatsby
and Nick. In the last chapter of the novel,缶nally accepting Gatsby as a
friend, Nick mourns for him and works hard to organize his funeral･
In the beginning part Of the novel, Nick narrates se皿reHexively the
remembrance of Gatsby, mournlng his death:
And, after boasting this way of my tolerance, I come to the
admission that it has a limit. I. .I When I came back五〇m the
East last autumn I felt that I wanted the world to be in unifom and
at a sort of moral attention forever; I. .I Only Gatsby, the man
who gives his name to this book, was exempt Hom my reaction1-
.] [Tlhere was something gorgeous about him, some heightened
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sensitivity to the promises ofllfe, as if he were related to one of
those intricate machines that reglSter earthquakes ten thousand
miles away. This responsivenessl. ‥] was an extraordinary gift
jbr hope, a romantic readiness such as I have never found in any
other personl.. .i No-Gatsby tuned out all right at the end; it
is what preyed on Gatsby, what foul dust noated in the wake oで
his dreams that temporarily closed out my Interest in the abomve
sonows and shon-winded elations of men. (The Great Gatsby, ら
emphasis mine)
What is made clear in this passage is not only that the whole narration
of the novel is an elegyめr Gatsby, but also that Nick the narrator
expresses his admiration fbi Gatsby'S prominent energy to acquire his
dream and Heedom. It is worth notlng that Nick's descrlptlOn Of Gatsby
appears like the mythic American subjectivlty Which American cultural
myths envisage. Furthermore, through Nick's condolence for Gatsby,
his emotional identincation with Gatsby is achieved perfbrmatively･ In
addition, Nick invites readers to appreciate and respect his friend whom
he is golng tO introduce･
As to the rhetoric of mournlng, many Critics agree that it functions
to bring a communal sense of belonglng･ In Emile Durkheim's view,
memorials function as a source of renewal for a commumty's sense of
belonglng and its own consensus, a commemoration of what it shares
(405). Mary Louise Kete points out that throughout the Nineteenth
century, discourses in poems, letters of condolences and epigraphs
which brought empathy and sympathy among nation provided a basis
for social solidarity among the nob-elite people in the United States:
What I come to see was that through the ostensibly personal
processes of convemng private grief into collective moumng-the
conversion of anomie into socialization and the conversion of
splritual skeptlCism into certainty一many individuals whose
gender and economic status otherwise limited their claim to
負Americanness''were ab一e to de斤ne collaboratively the ground of
their ``American" subjectivity･ [･ -I In this way, sentimentality had
been instmmental in solving (or seeming to solve) the conundrum
posedbyAmerica's motto-E Pluribus Unum ｢ .I (Kete 182)
In the process of "sentimental collaboration''as Kete puts it, the
ident誼cation achieved among the people by the medium of discourses
of mournlng SOlidifies and reaffirms communal ties, and converts
individuated subjectivities into communal subjectivities. Judith Butler
also argues that discourses of mournlng and commemoration construct
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a national sense of belonging, developlng a philosophical speculation
on the American politics in the twenty-first century. Discourses of
mournlng Involve the politics of exclusion and selection, of who should
be offered sympathy and who should not be:
There are no obituaries for the war casualties that the United States
inHicts, and there cannot be. If there were to be an obituary, there
would have had to have been a life, a life worth noting, a life
worth valulng and preservlng, a life that qualines for recognltion.
Although we might argue that it would be impractical to write
obituaries for all those people, or for all people, I think we have to
ask, agaln and again, how the obituary mnctions as the instmment
by which grleVability lS publicly distributed. It is the means by
which a life becomes, or fails to become, a publicly grleVable life,
an icon for national self-recognltion, the means by which a life
becomes notewonhy, As a result, we have to consider the obituary
as an act of nation-building. (Butler 34)
Whereas the deaths which generate images and stories which are
inconvenient for American nationalism tend not to be officially
mourned, American war casualties are sanctified by official
commemoration, which strengthens and celebrates the solidarity of
American citizens and American authority. Thus through national
memorials, national solidarity lS Strengthened by excluding and
dehumanizlng SOme people.
Nick's narration for mournlng thus functions to bring a sense of
belonglng tO a COmmunlty and to renew and strengthen the consensus
and cultural myths shared among him, Gatsby, and readers of the novel.
The consensus and cultural myth seen here is based on liberalism,
which emphasizes the autonomy, romanticism, and freedom of the
individual. Therefore the narrative feature of the novel also contributes
to strengthen and circulate the Cold War liberalism, which is the魚nal
ねotor of the canonization of the novel in the 1950S.
It follows from what has been said that the theme, genre and rhetoric
of the novel have been appropriate tbr the promotion of the Cold War
liberalism as the cultural nationalism of the literary critics in the early
Cold War years. The Cold War liberalism had distinctive features
of inherent paradox and emptlneSS. Firstly, it promoted freedom
imaglnatively and ideologlCally rather than practically･ Secondly言ts
basic idea was so paradoxical that it posited the absence of history and
politics as the mainねctors of the presence of American identity, and
individual autonomy as the basis of the American national sense of
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belonging and patriotic sentiments･ Thirdly, although it automatically
affirmed the value of American freedom and innocence in contrast
to Russian values, whose binary perspective was typlCal of the Cold
War way of thinking, it was in many cases highly ideologlCal and
unsubstantiated･ As we have seen in the analysIS Of The Great Gatsby
and its criticisms above, desplte its inherent paradox and emptlneSS,
Cold War liberalism bound the American nation together imaginatively
and ideologlCally with its hegemonic power of the promise of individual
autonomy. What have been clarined are the factors of the canonization
of the novel previously oHen dismissed･ However, I would emphasize it
is not to detract from the literary beauty and signincance of The Great
Gatsby, but to shed new light on the criticism of the novel, as it would
be one of the significant social responsibilities of critics to clarify the
less-Visible function of networks of power in canonization, circulation
and receptlOn Of literary works.
Notes
i See言n particular, William Troy, "Scott Fitzgerald-The Authority of
Failure'', Accent, 6 (Autumn 1945), pp. 224-31, and Arthur Mizener, "F. Scott
FitzgeraJd 1896-1940: The Poet of Borrowed Time", in Willard Thorp, ed･, The
Lives ofEighteenfrom Princeton. Ed. WiJlard Thorp. Princeton: Princeton UP.
1946. Pp. 333-53,
2　The historian James Truslow Adams, in his book The Epic of America,
coined the phrase･ He explains that what is distinctive about the United States
is "the American dream, that dream or a land in which life should be better and
richer and fuller for every man, with opportunlty for each according to his ability
or achievement''(404).
3　See National Security Council memoranda NSC-4 and NSC4A. As other
examples of the multiple processes through which the United States spread
libera一ism around world, critics indicate the contribution of American foundations.
Furthermore, foundations in the United States, the defenders of freedom of
economic activities and capitalist enterprlSe System, COntributed signmcantly to
expand American liberalism around the world. Besides, economic liberalism
propelled the dissemination of liberal value system globally through various
educational exchanges･ The foundations "Sought to aid in the fight against
communism by supporting the study and disseminat10n Of American culture…
(Shumway 299-300). The Ford Foundation, Rockfeller Foundation, and the
Carnegie Corporation ''viewed their foundations as instruments that could and
should be used to advance the national interest at a time of conflict between
communism and democracy" (Heydemann and Kinsey 224). Heydemann and
Kinsey maintain that foundations runded American governmental programs in
cooperation with intelligence agencies, notably in higher education, area studies,
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scientinc research, and cultural and artistic exchange･
4　See NSC-68: United States Objectives and Programs for National Securlty
(April 14, 1950), I∨‥ The Underlying ConHict in the Realm of Ideas and Va一ues
between the US purpose and the Kremlin Design･ SectlOn A: The Nature of the
Connict.
5　A number of critics point Out Similar process of `othering'of the Soviet
union by the United States･ Michael J･ Hogan describes that "the national securlty
ideology of the Cold War discourse in a system of symbolic representation that
denned American national identity by reference to un-American ''other"･ usually
the Soviet Union''(17). Karen A. Feste points put that: ``[aln ideal American
identlty Cast it agalnSt a demonized Soviet other with powerful rhetorical symbols:
freedom versus slavery, tolerance versus coercive fbrce･ America was the new
global defender of democracy everywhere" (84-85)･
e A circle of scholars and critics who contributed to and edited Partisan
Review and based in the New York City in the mid-20th century･ Partisan Review
is one of the most innuential little magazines in the Cold War period･ (Shumway
278, Terry A. Cooney 3)
7　For detailed explanation of the intertextualities between The Great Gatsby
and the western novels and history, see Lehan pp･ 42-57, and William R･ Handley
pp工59-190･
8 John R. Wunder precisely summarizes me Hrner thesis:
Frederick Jackson Turner described the West's history as one enveloped
by process, a process that occurred because of the availability of "free
land" in vast quantities･ He believed that Europeans who came to
America to take up this ``free land" and who moved to the母edge of
civilization''Went through a Hontier process whereby they conHonted
an alien environment and unreceptlVe Native Americans only to
emerge as a new people･ Settlement pushed the frontier evenねrther
west: the process of comontation and transformation thus occurred on
a moving Hontier and was predictable, according to Hrner･ (103)
what is important to remember is that today the problematic nature of Hrner's
frontier thesis is widely recognized by critics･ Bill Brown argues that the
mmer Thesis生proposes an understanding of America based not on the nation's
genealogical relation to older European nations but on the nation's relation
to itself''(4). He further describes its significance ofのepic containment-the
production of a history of national consolidation so monumental that it diminishes
other events" that is i㌢Onsistent with the grand nationalist image (31)･ According
to recent historians, Its treatment Of minorities is racist and ahistorical･ and
economic and political issues are propagandized or dismissed (Wunder 104)i
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